savedroid creates a unique AI-fueled ecosystem of crypto saving and investing
for masses. Our mission is to help young people to save money
and cryptocurrencies comfortably and safely with Germany’s first intelligent
saving app, and to fulfill their small and big wishes almost unnoticed.
We are passionate about making our product a hit!
Sounds cool? Then join the savedroid team as

Visual Designer (m/w/d)

YOUR TASKS

YOUR SKILLSET

Conceiving, designing and realising of screens
Illustrating themes and events

Degree in Visual Communication, Graphic Design,
Illustration or equivalent

Interdisciplinary thinking in app, digital and print

1-2 years of work experience is not a must but a plus

Build and maintain a consistent design language

Can comfortably think outside the box

Presentation of the designs and ideas to the team
members

You have a refined visual language

Follow market and trend changes to stay on the
edge of design

You are curious and you like to improve
You’re a pro in Adobe Suite (Photoshop, Illustrator, In
Design, After Effects) and Sketch
You’re a team player

YOUR BENEFITS

AND THIS IS US

A salary package consisting of an attractive fixed
salary, an employee stock option program and
savedroid tokens

We employ and empower the best talents and value
their expertise

Responsible for diversified tasks in an exciting
industry with team-oriented, open-minded working environment with dynamic colleagues, super
team-offsites, sport & socializing events & more
High learning curve
Burn-out-Protection-Dogs: Lila & Jewa
Just check out our videos about working at
savedroid and our product on YouTube

We work passionately and fearlessly beyond our
comfort zones to improve continuously
We actively listen to, constructively manage, and
protect our communities
We respect and help each other and create a fun
and caring environment
We solve problems hands-on, but openly discuss
topics affecting everyone

APPLY NOW
Florian Schreiber, Creative Director florian@savedroid.de
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